Introduction and synopsis
Let A and C denote the unit disk {lrl < t} and the unit circle {lrl : t}. Corresponding to each analytic function / on A, let /* denote the radiallimit function associated with /; that is,let /.(O: Iirir-r/(rO for each point ( on C for which the limit exists as a finite or infinite va.lue.
Definition. lf S is a mapping of some set into a space Y, we call a point y h Y an uncountable-order va)ue for g provided the set S-r@) is uncountablel we call the set of uncountable-order values for g the uncountable-order set for g, arrd we denote itby U(g).
In [12] Theorem L. A set W in the extended pla,ne Ö is the set t)(f*) for some (bounded) analytic function f on A if and only if it is a (bounded) a^nalytic set.
(The class of analytic sets will be defined in Section 2.) Our Theorems 1 and 3 resemble results published by Ryan in two papers ([19] and [20] ) devoted to the characterization of sets that serve as the sets of asymptotic values of analytic functions of various classes.
In Section 2, we deal with topological aspects of Theorem 1. We prove the necessity of the condition in the theorem, and we show, by modifying a result of doi:10.5186/aasfm.1989.1402 R. Bermart, T. /Visåiura, a,nd G. Pira,nia,rt S. Mazurkiewicz and W. Sierpiriski [13] , that to each nowhere-dense perfect set P on C there corresponds a continuous function g ot P (with appropriate range) such that U(S):W.
In Section 3, we complete the proof of the sufficiency of the condition in Theorem 1 (see the proof of Theorem 1'); we choose a thin perfect set P on C and show that some analytic function / on Ä (bounded if. W is bounded) has an analytic extension across each arc of C \ P and agrees with g on P. If. W is bounded, the existence of the required function / follows from a theorem of W. Rudin [18] . In the case where ?7 is unbounded, we invoke Lemma 7; this is an analogue of Rudin's theorem for general analytic functionsl it is based on an approximation theorem of N.U. Arakeljan [1] . In either case, the verification that U(1"):U(s):W is easy. Using Lemma 7, we also prove the following result, which overlaps with a theorem of F. Herzog and G. Piranian [7] .
Theorem 2. To eaeh nowhere dense set H of type G6, on C there cortesponds an analytic function / on A such that /* exists everywhere on C\H a,nd nowhere on H .
The problem of Maclane and Ryan calls for geometric estimates on Blaschke products whose zeros approach the unit circle rapidly. In Section 4, we establish Lemmas 9 and 10. The first of these deals with the behavior at a fixed point ( on C of a single Blaschke factor as its zero moves along a circular arc in A that separates the points 0 and (. The second gives an upper bound for the quantity 11-B(z)l for a Blaschke product B whose zeros lie much nearer to C than to the point z. In Section 5, we use Lemmas 9 and 10 to prove 
Topological considerations
In this section we present five lemmas that will be used later in the paper. Lemmas L and 2 are found in references [5] and [9] . The first deals with radiallimit functions, and the second asserts the necessity of the condition in Theorem The following lemma was proved by M. Souslin (see [1L, p. 94] or [9, pp. 445, 47e) Mazurkiewicz and Sierpiriski [13] 
LÖ L/xö
The next lemma will enable us to progress from the construction of the continuous function g in Lemma 4 to the construction of an analytic function having the same uncountable-order set as g. It will also allow us to prove Theorem 2.
We denote by o the spherical metric on C, that is, the metric on C induced by the stereographic projection of C onto the Riemann sphere.
Lemma T. Let N be a nonempty, closed, nowhere-dense sef on the cfucle C , a;nd let {g*} be a sequence of contiauous function s mapping C into Ö. Th Lemma 9. Let I denote the intersection of Ä witå some circle whose center ( lies on C and whose radius is Iess than !. Then, as the point a describes the arc I in the counterclockwise direction, the vaJue of b((,a) describes the circle C from 7 to 7, also in the counterclockwise direction.
To prove the lemma, we observe that inversion in C maps the arc I onto a circular arc l' such that the point ( lies inside the Jordan curve I U f'. If a is one of the endpoints of l, the function b(z,a) is the constant 1. As the point o moves counterclockwise along l, from C to C , the two quantities arg(a-() and -ars(tl"-() increase, the first by some quantity 0 (0 < 0 < n), the other by 2r -d. This concludes the proof.
Ourproof of Lemma9 males it evident that if 0 < lrl < 1 and l(l :1,.rrd if the distance la -(l ir small, then argbG,") is approximately twice the angle from the half-tangent to C a,t ( to the vector a -(. (1 -_p)(1 +.'ri)) : t_-l!-(r
The third factor in the last member has modulus at most 1 * r, and the second factor has modulus la(z,o)1. Therefore the auxiliary inequality holds everywhere in A. recall that lfII a(r, "o) I S 1 for each rn, and complete the proof by applying the triangle inequality and our auxiliary inequality. log6* < -g--(t + g + ". +B*-2)togz, in other words, that 6* I 2-(s^-' -t) tzexp(-B-) < exp(-B*).
Special Blaschke products
Because 2m-(3 -r -1)lz ( 3 when rn:1r2r...,we can also assert that (2^)'6* < sexp(-B-).
Corresponding to each index of the zrn arcs "(C0,6,*) lplm ) olJr master-product B has 2* zeros on each m), and each of these zeros lies in the annulus oo l{z*1't'^ . *, 1 the product å i. . genuine Blaschke product. Moreover, the set of limit points of the set of its zeros coincides with the set P. Therefore the product B, together with aII its subproducts, is analytic on C \ P. Our next step is to construct, corresponding to each sequen"" {gr} of continuous mappings of P into C, a subproduct B of 6. Our product B wilt have the desired properties, provided S"+r (() -g"G) --+ 0 uniformly on P, as r, --+ oo, and provided the maximum w(263*,,9.) of. the quantity p"(O-S"((')l , taken over all point pairs ((, (') in P x P for which l( -('l < 26'^, tends to 0 as n --+ @ . 'We overcome this difficulty by inserting certain additional functions into the sequence {g"}. T" choose the functions to be inserted between the elements g, md go+r (n : 1,2,...), we divide the circle C into finitely many arcs C,;. (h : 7,2,...,ä") whose endpoints lie in C \ P. Because 9z and ga*r are uniformly continuous on P, we can choose the arcs C"t short enough so that for each index ä the images gn(Cnhn P) and 7n+r(Cn1,o P) have diameter less than 1. Because for each of the indices h : 1,2,,.. . rä," the complement of the set oo(C.nn P) u s.+l(C*hn P) then contains an a,rc on C oflength greater than 2rf3, there exists an interval I,6 of length less than 4r /3 and with the property that we can regard the restrictions to Cnn fl P of the two functions 9n : ar89n and Qn*L -arg |n+t as continuous functions whose range lies in In1. For each of the indices j : 0, 1, . . . ,n -L we define the function gnj ot Cnnfl P by the formula gnj : exp (;((" -il*gs* I i a4s,a1) ln) , and we replace the element g. in {g.} with the finite sequence {g*otlnlr.. . t9n,r-1 }.
For the sake of clerical convenience, we revert to single indices; that is, we now let the symbol {go} r"pr"rent the sequence Fhom the formula »';=, i : n(n + 1)/2 we see that at each point ( in p the new sequence satisfies the inequality lo "(0 -s"+, (0 I < 2" l,/-", In our proof of Lemma 11, we shall also need the hypothesis that w(26lrg*) --+ 0 as n't. -+ @. To modify {g"} to that this condition is satisfied, we replace each element g,, with a finite block that repeats the element g, so many times that if the element 9241 first appears in the rnth position, the corresponding number 6-is small enough to guarantee that w(zt3^_r,9n+r) 4 ztrl@ + t).
We again supply new indices, and we denote the modified sequence by {g"}.
Because the sequence {5"} is now adjusted to the constraints arising from properties of the sequence {6-}-which in turn reflect geometric properties of the set E-we can safely replace the letter n in {gn} with the letter rn. We can not ma,ke the corresponding replacement in the numerical bounds achieved in the two preceding paragraphs; but we can assert that there exists a sequence {e-} such that lo*G) {gr0 t gzo ) g2r ) ggo) ggr) ggz ) g40, . . . }.
(**) ('r'r 'r) -em*r(OI I €,n (( e P), ,,,(26L_1, g*) 1 €rnt and e---+ 0 as rn + @. How slowly €m + 0 depends on the sequence {6r} and certain qualities of the original sequence {s,}. w" do not attempt a quantitive description of the sequence {e-}, for such a description would not simplify the computations that are stil necessary in our proof of Lemma 11.
It remains to show that after the imposition of our two modifications the sequence {g*} g"rr"rates a subproduct B of. B with the properties described in Lemma 11. Since the original sequence is a subsequence of the modified sequence, By the triangle inequality, By (**), the first term on the right is less than e-. By (* * *), the second term on the right is less than e--r .
By our choice of the zero o,t, of the Blaschke factor ä, (see (*)), the third term on the right is less lhan r f 2*-r . ' We can write the fourth term in the form lll:rn_t The first factor is 1, and by Lemma 10 the second factor is less than 2 .2*-L 62*-tl6rn-t : ztn 6*-t.
The last of the five terms is less than that each of the corresponding functions b-l a1 and the segment o is greater than 6*. We integrate along the rectilinear segment [(r,(p] , and we note that this has length less than 6*r-r. Again we use the inequality laif.,ll <zt,t/6?,t.
Corresponding to each of the index lengths lZl : 1, 2,. ..,m -!,our sum contains 2lzl i6"gru1s. consequently, the final term on the right side oi or. inequality is less than tl-r(z' + 24 + . . . a 2z(*-r)) / a'*_, < 22*-r 6*-t. We have shown that 9-((p) -B*-{Cil --+ 0 as * : l0l + oo. By virtue of (*), this implies that arg be(Cil + 0 as l0l * *, and from the comment after the proof of Lemma 9 it follows that (1 -l"eD l6?et---+ 0 as l0l * *. By Lemma 10, the maximum modulus of 1 -bB(w) oa the segment o is small, and therefore Dst0asrr-t+oo. Let E denote a residual set (that is, the complement of a first-category set) of measure 0 on the interval (-",0), and let p denote a nondecreasingfunction on [-zr, zr] , constani in (0, z') and with pr' : oo ev€rywhere in E (see [15, p. 21a] 
